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OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS 
ANALYSIS OF MEANING IN TERMS OF OPERATIONS 
SUMMARY 
Accepting Ceccato's theory of the operational structure of human thought, the author demonstrates the 
possibility of breaking up the meaning of words into combinations of smaller constant elements (semantic particle) 
of meaning. Taking as an example a group of related English verbs, the analysis shows that the differences between 
their meanings can always be accounted for by a difference in the combination of semantic particles constituting 
their nominata. A comparison with a closely related group of German verbs shows that one can never expect 
to find an exact interlanguage correspondence between the signification of words, even when they are given as 
equivalents in traditional dictionaries. The semantic patterns indicated in this essay are the result of a first analysis 
and may be subject to correction when the research is extented to a larger vocabulary. 
The Operational Approach to Mechanical Translation is based on the following 
assumptions : 
a) language is an expression of thought and trains of thought ; 
6) thought is analysable in terms of operations ; 
c) thought operations carried out by man are, on the whole, the same regardless of the parti­
cular language in which the thinking subject intends to express them. 
Points a) and 6) are the main subject of Silvio Ceccato's contribution. In the following 
they are taken for granted. 
With regard to point c) certain reservations have to be made. We say the thought 
operations of different language groups are on the whole the same, because even a cursory 
examination of two or more languages shows that the expressions they have evolved to indicate 
certain situations are not equivalent and, further, that the thought operations by means of 
which a member of one language group constructs a given situation are not always identical 
■with those used by members of another language group. (A current example is the situation 
in which an Englishwoman says « I like John » while an Italian says « John mi piace » : the 
first formulates the fact as result of her own activity, the second as though it were the result 
of an activity of John's). 
In the following we shall not deal with this kind of discrepancy which springs from 
a difference in the ways of correlating rather than from a difference in the meaning of individual 
words. Considering only the semantic relations, i.e. the relations between words and their 
nominata, one finds that languages differ considerably ; that is to say, although the operational 
elements making up a train of thought may remain the same whether the thought be expressed 
in English or, say, in German, the arrangement or grouping of these elements in connection 
with the words expressing them will hardly ever be the same in both languages. Hence, any 
serious research aiming at M.T. must necessarily include thorough analysis of the semantic 
relations evolved by the languages concerned. 
The semantic analysis carried out up to the summer of 1960 has, on the one hand, 
confirmed us in the opinion that of all different kinds of words those expressing a developmental 
situation are the most complex in respect of the number of operational elements involved ; 
on the other hand, if this preliminary work had not yet given us a definitive classification of 
elements (definitive both with regard to their number and to their final individxiation), it has at 
least supplied us with precise ideas about how to carry out such analysis. 
As a result of these considerations it was decided, at the start of the project's second 
stage, to concentrate analytical work on the most frequent expressions of developmental 
situations, because a classification of operational elements obtained in this way will presumably 
require few additions or modifications when being applied, subsequently, to other kinds of 
expression. 
The direct expression of a developmental situation is usually called « verb » ; the same 
situation, with the addition of another mental category can be expressed also by a noun (nomen 
actionis or nomen agentis). 
In order to analyse a verb, we take stock of the operational elements necessary to make 
up the developmental situation expressed by it, and we try to push this analysis far enough 
to be able to distinguish the nominatimi of the verb in question, by at least one operational 
element, from the nominata of all the other verbs that have been examined. 
Since any developmental situation involves a temporalisation — i.e. the insertion of 
several operational elements into a certain temporal sequence (cf. the German term « Zeitwort ») 
— our analysis proceeds by splitting the « meaning » of the verb into at least two moments. 
If, for instance, we consider verbs like « to come », « to go », « to move », etc. (i.e. verbs that 
indicate a developmental situation involving a change of place) we find that all of them refer 
— apart from other things — to a common block of operations : 
at a moment Ml a thing X is localized in a place LI, and 
at a moment M2 a thing considered the same thing X is localized in a place L2 
(Note : here and in the following « to localize » means that one attributes a particular place 
a thing.) 
In our notation we represent this as follows : 
Ml 
X 
LI 
M2 
X 
L2 
A simple structure such as this can derive from more than one kind of developmental 
situation. In fact, we find that two of the verbs mentioned above — all of which contain this 
structure — can also be applied to more than one situation ; for instance « John goes to the 
bathroom » and « this pipe goes to the bathroom » — where John is seen moving, and the pipe 
is not. 
At first sight it might seem that the reason for this ambivalence is that by localizing 
John in the bathroom one categorically excludes his being localized anywhere else at the same 
moment, whereas with the pipe this is not so. That would amount to saying : the nominatum 
of « pipe » includes the operational particle « extension », while the nominatum of « John » 
does not. The distinction would be very comfortable, but unfortunately it does not always 
hold. In fact, I can find the element of extension also in the nominatum of « John » whenever 
I want to (for instance, if I know that his other name is Gulliver, I can, at a pinch, refer to 
his extension by saying « he goes from the front door to the bathroom »). 
Actually, the ambivalence of the verb is much less controllable and we cannot establish 
any a priori rules. We distinguish the situations to which it refers by what we call the « Notional 
Sphere », i.e. a network of specific relations established between nominata in the course of our 
living experience. I t is on this basis that we cope with ambiguous words and also with expressions 
like « its shadow goes across the field » — where we are inclined to see motion when we know 
that « it » stands for a plane, and extension when we know that « it » stands for a tree. That 
is to say, in order to decide the question of locomotion/extension we use indications obtained, 
not from the verb and often not even from the sentence, but from a wider context. 
If we now ask in what way the situations indicated by the verbs « to come », « to go », 
and « to move » differ from each other, we realize that, besides the common block of operational 
elements, each of them contains further operational elements that distinguish it from the 
others. 
In order to say that something « comes », Ave have to have an operational element that 
specifies the motion or extension of the common block as motion or extension reaching a parti-
cular point, namely a point with which the speaker identifies himself in some way (how this 
« identification » is arrived at operationally, is another question which, in this context, does not 
interest us). We can represent this more complete situation by the formula : 
Ml 
X 
LI 
M2 
X 
L2 
M3 
X 
Lsp 
In this kind of analysis it is important to keep verbs apart from the prepositions which 
may accompany them. If, for instance, we put « to Paris » after « to come », we not only 
add something to the structure indicated by the verb, but Ave also change it : the element Lsp is 
replaced by the definite location « Paris » which no longer necessarily conveys the indication 
that X reaches a point with which the speaker identifies himself. 
The developmental situation expressed by « to go » is, of course, the inverse of the one 
indicated by « to come », and we write its formula : 
Ml 
X 
Lsp 
M2 
X 
L2 
M3 
X 
L3 
Here, too, Ave find that specification of L3, for instance by the proposition « to », may 
cancel the indication Lgp ; and, further, Avhen X is of a certain kind — e.g., an engine — the 
« change of place » need no longer be seen as locomotion or extension, but may also indicate 
« partial motion » (or « functioning »). 
The developmental situation indicated by « to move » differs in at least two respects 
from the nominata of « to come » and « to go ». Firstly, unlike these, it cannot be categorized 
as « extension », but exclusively as « motion » ; secondly, the verb gives no indication whether 
the thing X, which in Ml and M2 is localized in different places, Avili — grammatically speaking 
— find expression as subject or as object of the verb. 
With regard to the first point we can say that, whereas the operational element added 
to the basic block : 
Ml 
X 
LI 
M2 
X 
L2 
in the cases of « to come » and « to go » did not interfere with the possibility of applying either 
the category of « motion » or that of « extension », in the case of « to move » there must be an 
element which excludes this dual possibility. In fact, if we see a thing in one place and, at a 
subsequent moment, in another place, this is not yet enough to say « the thing moves » ; in 
order to say « it moves » we mus t see X in L I , then L I Avithout X and, finally, X in L2. Hence, 
the explicit formula for « to move » should be : 
M l M2 M3 
X — X 
L I L I L2 
(Note : in M2 of this s t ructure there is a location, i.e. t he result of localizing a thing, b u t the 
thing is not present . This would be contradictory, if the location were not simply the maintained 
result of the localisation effected for X in Ml . ) 
The second question — whether the X of the formula is to find expression in language 
as « subject » or as « object » — is the age-old question of t rans i t iv i ty and intransi t ivi ty. 
F rom the operational point of view « subject », « object », and « development » are menta l 
categories, t h a t is to say, the results of a kind of operating different from t h a t Avhich yields, 
for instance, differentiata. W e have already come across results of this purely menta l kind 
of operating in the case of « locomotion/extension » ; these, too, are menta l categories. W h a t 
interests us here, however, is not their intrinsic s t ructure or the way in Avhich they are made, 
but ra ther their application to a par t icular observational material and. the expression of the 
resulting combinations in language. Thus we have found t h a t the verbs « to come » and « to go » 
do not semantize the categorization of the si tuation as « locomotion » or « extension », bu t 
only the si tuation previous to the part icular operational step of applying one of these categories. 
These verbs, however, require a certain pa r t of the material (i.e. the pa r t Ave have indicated 
by X) to be categorized as « subject » regardless of the context in Avhich they may occur. 
The verb « to move », on the other hand, leaves open the categorization of the corresponding 
piece, t h a t is to say, i t depends on the context whether X is to be categorized as « subject » 
or as « object ». Hence the expression « J o h n moves » is equally applicable to the situation 
Avhere John changes his place and to the si tuation Avhere John changes the place of something 
else. The issue will be decided exclusively on the basis of other Avords figuring in the expression 
which m a y or m a y not indicate another th ing categorized as « object ». T h a t is to say, in 
« J o h n goes » or « John comes » X is necessarily regarded as the agent of the act ivi ty ; in « John 
moves » this is not so, for « John » m a y indicate X , and in this case X and the agent will be one 
and the same thing ; b u t if the expression contains the further indication of something catego­
rized as « object » (e.g. « John moves a paAvn ») « John » merely indicates the agent, Avhile 
the object « pawn » indicates the X of the development. 
In this nota t ion the agent is indicated b y a, and it is given the place in the s t ructure 
formula t h a t best represents the role it plays in the developmental si tuation expressed by the 
part icular verb . 
In the case of verbs like « to come » and « to go », t h a t is to say, verbs Avhich conven­
tionally t ake no direct object, the agent obviously coincides with t h a t pa r t of the development 
Avhich Ave indicate b y X ; hence Ave Avrite : 
M l M2 M3 
Χα Χ α Χ α for « to come », and 
L I L2 Lgp 
Ml 
Χα 
LSJJ 
M2 
Χα 
L2 
M3 
Χα 
L3 
for « to go ». 
In the case of verbs t h a t represent a developmental si tuation t h a t does not contain 
a pa r t necessarily categorized « subject », t h a t is to say, a situation in which the agent can, 
bu t need not , coincide with X , because X can also be categorized as « object », Ave have two 
possible places for a : one in coincidence Avith X , when the verb is used « intransi t ively » (Χα) ; 
and another , previous to the moments of the development, when the agent is considered some­
thing like the « cause » of the development concerning the object X , b u t plays no other pa r t 
in the moments of the development. 
For « to move », therefore, Ave wri te : 
Ml M2 M3 
α X — X 
LI L I L2 
and Ave add the notat ional rule t h a t this formula implicitly comprises the al ternat ive : 
Ml M2 M3 
Χα — Χ α 
L I L I L2 
Avhich is indicated by the same verb Avhenever the linguistic expression of the developmental 
si tuation does not explicitly specify an object. 
In the case of developmental situations t h a t necessarily contain an object, Ave indicate 
this object by Y, Avhile any other thing Avhich the development may bring into relation Avith X 
or Y is indicated by Ζ (or other letters). 
As an illustration of hoAv this method of analysis is applied Ave should like to t ake a group 
of comparat ively simple and very common verbs, all of Avhich concern some kind of contact 
betAveen physical things : 
to clap 
to slap 
to slam 
to tap 
to pat 
to smack 
to knock 
to hit 
to strike 
to stroke 
to beat 
to smash 
As in most groups of related verbs, tAvo, three, or more of t hem may often apply to one 
and the same situation, bu t , on the other hand, there are situations Avhich can be expressed 
only by one of the verbs. For instance, if one ship hits an iceberg and another strikes an iceberg, 
they are — in practice — doing much the same th ing ; b u t hi t t ing a match and striking a match 
are two very different things ; and this is so, not because the verbs change their meaning, 
bu t because the discrepancy betAveen their meanings makes no appreciable difference in the 
one si tuation, Avhereas in the other the difference is of practical importance. 
In the formulas given below the following symbols are used : 
M l , M2, . . . Mn· — moments of the development ; 
Χα, Χ , Y — the th ing which executes or undergoes the development : 
Χα - if it always finds expression as subject of the verb, 
X - if it finds expression either as subject or as object of the verb, 
Y - if it always finds expression as object of the verb ; 
— the agent responsible for the development ; 
— the agent employing relative force ; 
— the conative agent (i.e. acting with intention) ; 
— the thing Avith which X or Y is pu t in relation ; 
— different locations, i.e. results of localization ; 
— any location different from L I , L2, etc.. . 
α 
ƒ 
i 
Ζ 
LI, L2, 
L # l , L 
Ln, 
2, . 
Lrn 
to clap 
to slap 
to slam 
«ƒ 
to tap 
Χα 
to pat 
Xi 
to smack 
Χα 
to knock 
Ml 
X 
LI 
M2 
x-z 
L2 
Establishing contact and producing noise ; 
X and Ζ may be coA'ered by one plural (e.g. « hands ») ; 
X and/or Ζ may remain implicit. 
x/ 
Ml 
p X 
LI 
M2 
pX-Z 
L2 
Establishing surface contact, relative force ; 
pX (part of X) or Ζ must be soft ; 
pX remains implicit. 
Ml 
X 
LI 
M2 
X-Z 
L2 
M3 
X-Z 
L3 
Establishing state in contact and producing noise, relative force ; 
Ζ remains implicit. 
Ml 
PX 
LI 
M2 
pX-Z 
L2 
M3 
p X 
LI 
Establishing and terminating point contact ; 
pX remains implicit ; 
Ζ may remain implicit ; 
(this does not include the 2nd meaning, i.e. « to tap a barrel »). 
Ml 
Y 
LI 
M2 
Y-Z 
L2 
M3 
Y 
LI 
Establishing and terminating surface contact ; 
X must be conative ; 
Y remains implicit ; 
Y or Ζ must be soft. 
Ml 
pX 
LI 
M2 
pX-Z 
L2 
M3 
p X 
L Φ 1 
Establishing and terminating surface contact and producing noise ; 
p X remains implicit. 
Ml 
X 
LI 
M2 
X-Z 
L2 
M3 
X 
Lre 
Establishing and terminating contact ; 
X and Ζ may remain implicit ; 
X and Ζ must be hard. 
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to hit 
af 
Ml 
X 
LI 
M2 
Ζ 
Ln 
M3 
X-Z 
L2 
Establishing contact , relative force ; 
X may remain implicit. 
to strike : 
«ƒ 
Ml 
X 
LI 
M2 
X-Z 
L2 
M3 
X-Z 
Ln. 
Establishing contact and s ta te or motion in contact , relative force ; 
X and/or Ζ may remain implicit ; 
L 2 — L n may be motion of X in contact Avith Ζ (surface of X moving along 
point of Z, or X moving along surface of Z). 
to stroke 
Xi 
Ml 
p X - Z 
L I 
M2 
p X - Z 
L2 
Motion in contact Avith Ζ ; 
X i mus t be conative ; 
p X remains implicit ; 
L I — L 2 = motion of p X and extension of Z. 
to beat : 
of 
Ml 
X 
LI 
M2 
X-Z 
L2 
M3 
X 
LI 
M4 
X-Z 
L2 
Repeatedly establishing and terminat ing contact , relative force ; 
X m a y remain implicit. 
to smash : 
«ƒ 
Ml 
X 
LI 
M2 
X-Z 
L2 
M3 
p i 
Ln 
M4 
p2 
Lm· 
Establishing and terminat ing contact , relative force, and change of relation 
Avhole/part ; 
Ζ remains implicit ; 
p i and p2 are par t s of X or of Ζ ; 
L/t and Lm are unspecified locations, one of Avhich must be different from L2. 
If Ave have to t ranslate sentences containing any one of these verbs into another language, 
Ave discover t h a t each one « corresponds » to more t han one verb in the output language and 
t h a t the choice Avili depend on the situation with which the sentence is concerned. Taking 
only the most current uses and leaving aside all figurative, metaphorical , or idiomatic occur­
rences, Ave shall require roughly the folloAving group in German : 
treffen 
streichen 
streicheln 
prügeln 
zer t rümmern 
zerschlagen 
klatschen 
klappen 
schlagen 
klopfen 
hauen 
pochen 
tippen 
antippen 
stossen 
anstossen 
krachen 
prallen 
Analyzing them in the same manner as we analysed the English verbs, a first examination 
has led to the folloAving results : 
klatschen : 
klappen 
schlagen : 
klopfen 
hauen 
pochen 
tippen 
«ƒ 
afi 
Xi 
Ml 
X 
LI 
M2 
X-Z 
L2 
Establishing surface contact and producing noise ; 
X and Ζ may remain implicit ; 
(this does not include the 2nd meaning, i.e. « to gossip »). 
Ml 
X 
LI 
M2 
pX 
L2 
M3 
X 
LI 
M4 
p X 
L3 
Change of direction by circular motion (partial) ; 
pX remains implicit. 
Ml 
X 
LI 
M2 
X-Z 
L2 
M3 
X 
Ln 
Establishing and terminating contact, relative force ; 
X may remain implicit. 
Ml 
X 
LI 
M2 
X-Z 
L2 
M3 
X 
LI 
M4 
X-Z 
L2 
Repeatedly establishing and terminating contact and producing noise ; 
X and Ζ may remain implicit. 
Ml 
X 
LI 
M2 
pX 
L2 
M3 
X 
LI 
M4 
pX-Z 
L3 
Establishing contact, relative force, circular motion ; 
p X remains implicit ; 
X must be conative. 
Ml 
X 
LI 
M2 
X-Z 
L2 
M3 
X 
LI 
M4 
X-Z 
L2 
Repeatedly establishing and terminating contact ; 
X or Ζ is soft ; 
X and/or Ζ may remain implicit. 
Ml 
p X 
LI 
M2 
pX-Z 
L2 
M3 
pX 
LI 
Establishing and terminating point contact ; 
p X remains implicit. 
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antippen 
Xi 
Ml 
pX 
LI 
M2 
pX-Z 
L2 
M3 
p X 
Ln 
Establishing point contact ; 
p X remains implicit. 
stossen 
Xa 
Ml 
pX-Z 
LI 
M2 
pX-Z 
L2 
M3 
Ζ 
Ln 
Motion in contact, terminating contact ; 
p X remains implicit ; 
(the situation often also contains the establishing of contact, but the verb, 
I think, only implies this). 
anstossen : Ml 
Xa 
LI 
M2 
Xa-Z 
L2 
M3 
Xa 
Ln 
Establishing and terminating contact ; 
Ζ remains implicit. 
krachen -f- prep. Ml 
X / 
LI 
M2 
X/-Z 
L2 
Establising contact, relative force, and producing protracted noise ; 
X and Ζ must be explicit. 
prallen -f- an Ml 
X / 
LI 
M2 
X/-Z 
L2 
M3 
X / 
L φ 2 
Establishing and terminating contact, relative force ; 
X and Ζ must be explicit. 
treffen : Ml 
X 
LI 
M2 
Ζ 
L2 
M3 
X-Z 
L Φ 1 
Establishing contact ; 
LI —· L Φ 1 = motion of X ; 
Ζ may remain implicit. 
streichen : 
a 
Ml 
X-Z 
LI 
M2 
X-Z 
L2 
Motion in contact ; 
LI — L2 = motion of X and extension of Ζ : 
Ζ may remain implicit. 
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streicheln : Ml 
Xi pX­Z 
LI 
M2 
pX­Z 
L2 
M3 
pX­Z 
LI 
M4 
pX­Z 
L2 
Repeated motion in contact ; 
LI — L2 = motion of p X and extension of Ζ ; 
p X remains implicit ; X must be conative. 
prügeln : 
X/¿ 
Ml 
Y 
LI 
M2 
Y­Z 
L2 
Μ3 
Y 
LI 
M4 
Y­Z 
L2 
Repeated establishing and terminating contact, relative force ; 
Y remains implicit ; X must be conative. 
zertrümmern : 
χ / 
Ml 
Y 
LI 
M2 
p Y l 
Ln 
M3 
pY2 
Lm 
Changing relation whole/parts, relative force ; 
p Y l , pY2 = parts of Y remaining implicit ; 
Y must be explicit. 
zerschlagen : 
XI 
Ml 
Y 
LI 
M2 
Y­Z 
L2 
M3 
p i 
Ln 
M4 
p2 
Lm 
Establishing contact, relative force, and changing relation whole/parts ; 
LI — L2 = motion of Y ; 
p i , p2 = parts of Y or of Ζ ; 
Y or Ζ remains implicit. 
These analyses should be considered an illustration of method rather than final and 
definitive results. Above all Ave should like to stress once more that in each case the analysis 
has been pushed just so far as to enable us to discriminate the nominatum of the particular verb 
from those of the other verbs under consideration. Obviously some of the pieces that are here 
used as « elements of meaning » are far from being elementary, nor are all of them as clear 
and univocal as they should be (e.g. the difference of attributing location to the one of two 
pieces in contact rather than to the other). As our vocabulary increases, many of these formulas 
may have to be extended or corrected in order to discriminate the developmental situations 
represented by them from other similar ones which, so far, have not been considered. In other 
Avords, the formulas given here, although representing more or less accurately some characteristics 
of the nominata of the respective verbs, are as yet certainly not exhaustive ; they should however, 
be sufficiently advanced to shoAV that an exhaustive analysis of the meaning of words can be 
achieved in this Avay. 
Besides, they shoAV a type of difficulty in translating (regardless Avhether mechanised 
or not) Avhich, hitherto, has certainly been underrated, if not altogether overlooked : the lack 
of precise correspondence betAveen words of different languages that are often held to be « syno­
nymous ». This, of course, is not really a momentous discovery. In every bilingual dictionary 
one finds thousands of instances of this kind and human translators are so thoroughly used to 
them that they rarely register them consciously. 
The verb « to hit » — to take one from our selection — occurring in the sentence « the 
car hits the Avail », could be translated in German as « prallen », « stossen », « krachen » 
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plus a suitable preposition ; in the sentence « Mary hits John » it AVOUH have to be rendered 
by « schlagen » or « hauen » Avithout preposition (unless there Avere some previous indication 
to the effect that Mary is flying through the air or involved in some other kind of relatively 
fast locomotion) ; in the sentence « he hits the target » the German verb Avould have to be 
« treffen », and there are other uses of « to hit » Avhich, in translation, would require still further 
German verbs. And the verb « to hit » is by no means an exception in this respect. Nearly 
all the verbs used in everyday language require multiple output in another language, because 
the output language hardly ever contains an exact operational replica of the original verb to 
be translated. 
Hence, Avhen Ave translate — i.e. Avhen Ave reconstruct the correlational net indicated 
by a particular input text and then express that correlational net in another language — the 
actual meaning of the input verb is only one of the factors we use in the procedure. The other 
factor is the complex of indications Ave glean from the context of the particular occurrence and, 
in a Avider sense, from alle we knoAV as a result of previous experience and learning Avith regard 
to the kind of situation referred to by the input text. This complex of indications is accumulated 
in Avhat Ave call the Notional Sphere. 
It is important to realise that reference to the Notional Sphere is instrumental not 
only in the process of translation, but already in the much more usual and elementary process 
of understanding a given text. If « to understand » does in fact mean to reconstruct a situation 
the elements of Avhich are conveyed by the text, it is clear that we have to refer to the Notional 
Sphere in order to understand sentences such as « John hits Mary », « John hits the target », 
and « John hits the bottom of the lift shaft » ; because it is only on the basis of some previous 
knoAvledge about things like Mary, target, or lift shaft that Ave can establish the exact part 
John plays in the situation generically conveyed by « to hit ». 
Since translating presupposes understanding the text that is to be translated, there 
Avould seem to be no possibility of bypassing the problem. On the other hand, hoAvever, the 
research on translation has helped a great deal to show the real extent of the problem and to 
suggest Avays and means towards its final solution. We now knoAV for certain that the quality 
of translation Avili always be proportional to the exactness of the semantic analyses and the 
comprehensiveness of the netAvork of associations contained in the Notional Sphere, and that 
both these factors can be indefinitely refined and improved. 
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